A central binocular mechanism affects chromatic adaptation.
Two experiments explored the role of central binocular mechanisms in color perception. The first experiment examined the effect of adapting to simultaneous, binocularly fused fields. Each eye adapted to a slowly flickering (0.5 Hz) long-wavelength light. The two eyes were adapted either inphase (both eyes stimulated at the same moment) or out-of-phase (only one eye stimulated at any given moment). Both adapting procedures shifted equilibrium yellow toward longer wavelengths, but a significantly greater shift was found when adapting light stimulated both eyes simultaneously. This reveals that a central binocular mechanism affects chromatic adaptation. The second experiment tested whether the binocular mechanism could shift equilibrium yellow measurements made with both eyes (identical, binocularly fused fields presented to each eye) outside of the range of measurements established by left-eye monocular viewing and right-eye monocular viewing. Differences were found between monocular left-eye and monocular right-eye color appearance under conditions of moderate chromatic adaptation, but binocularly fused measurements fell within the range established by the monocular results. This is consistent with the view that central mechanisms serve to keep the two eyes in balance, rather than systematically alter color appearance from colors perceived under monocular viewing.